The first third of the 19th century is traditionally, and with good reason, seen as the era of literary societies in Russia: during the reign of Alexander I they acquire “the significance of a literary fact”,¹ become “the most characteristic <…> form of the organization of literary life”,² and occupy an important place among the “institutions of literature”.³ Their emergence and their activities become part of a wider process of the formation of various public associations, both those created and supported by the state like the Bible Society (Bibliskoe obschestvo) and secret societies created by the political opposition forces — the “Decembrist movement” (in a broad sense).⁴ The close connection between power, politics, and ideology with the “literary space” whose growing autonomy was characteristic for the period of the late 1810s — early 1820s has steadily inspired the interest of various methodological schools and academic disciplines. The development of this research field was successfully launched by the scholars of the historical school, it also attracted the attention of the Formalists and their immediate followers, *Acknowledgments: The study was funded by RFBR, project number 19-112-50274.
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and, unlike many other topics, it was not excluded from the research in the later Soviet years. The resulting bulk of research on the history of literary associations, at first glance, produces the impression that the “era of literary societies” is generally well described, at least on the factual level. However, the studies done in the recent decades have shown that this impression is deceptive, and the history of literary associations of the 1800s-1830s requires not only serious factual research and additions but also a significant expansion of the research context. In this paper I will attempt to systematize the main achievements in the study of literary societies, as well as to analyze the approaches to the topic in the papers and monographs of the last twenty years (including, undoubtedly, an earlier period) and compare the methods developed in various humanitarian disciplines in the study of literary and, in a broader sense, public organizations of the period. The focus will be, first of all, on the institutionalized forms of literary communities (circles, literary societies). Less “formal” associations, such as salons or high society home circles (often associated with jours fixes such as Nestor Kukolnik’s “Wednesdays”) and the works devoted to them are of interest primarily from the point of view of the proposed methods of description.


An important factor that determined the direction of studies of literary societies in the 1990s-2010s was not only and not so much the rich empirical material accumulated in pre-revolutionary historiography and in the works of the Soviet period but also the existing conceptual approaches as well as historical and literary narratives.

On the one hand, it is the “Soviet history of literature” which existed in its most orthodox shape in the 1940s and early 1950s and, with some minor refurbishing, was followed in the works of the 1970s and 1980s. From the point of view of Soviet Marxism, all literary societies pursued mainly social and political goals: the most “progressive” associations were either “literary branches of secret societies” (like the Free Society of Lovers of Letters, Sciences and the Arts (Vol’noe obschestvo liubitelei slovesnosti, nauk i khudozhestv, VOLSNH), or the Free Society of Lovers of Russian Literature (Vol’noe obschestvo liubitelei Rossiiskoi slovesnosti, VOLRS), or their precursors (as the abovementioned VOLSNH, the Friendly Literary Society (Druzheskoe Literaturnoe obschestvo), and to some extent, Arzamas). At the same time, the main goal of their opponents (primarily the Colloquium of Lovers of the Russian Word (Bese
da liubitelei russkogo slova)) was the fight against “progressive trends in public life” and “propaganda of reactionary ideas”. Such an ideological reduction of literary tasks, selective use of material, ignorance of facts, and the construction of “imaginary substances” required revision and refutation, all the more necessary since many conclusions of the “old” works are still used uncritically, though in a less odious phrasing.

In the struggle against this tradition, the concept that proved to be especially effective and meaningful was the concept of literary environment (literaturny byt) and “literary domesticity” proposed in the late 1920s by Boris Eikhenbaum and developed in the works of the participants of his seminar, primarily in the book by Mark Aronson and Solomon Reiser Literary Circles and Salons (1929). In the article “Literary Environment” [“Literaturnyi byt”] and other works of similar theme included in “My Chronicle” (“Moy Vremennik”) Eikhenbaum argued that the facts that lie outside literature proper, but affect both literature and its creators and readers should be included into the Formalist discourse on literary evolution. The notion of “literary environment” meaning the immediate sphere of literature’s social existence (writers’ associations and circles, editorial offices of periodicals, bookselling industry, etc.) emphasized the close connection of this socio-cultural world with the literary world and helped to avoid the straightforward causality of Marxist sociologism (cf.: “Literature <...> is not generated by the facts of other spheres and therefore cannot be reduced to them. The relations between the facts of the literary sphere and the facts lying beyond it cannot be simply causal, but can only form relations of correspondence, interaction,
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dependence or conditionality”). Eikhenbaum’s ideas, as is well known, caused skeptical attitudes in his inner circle and, due to external circumstances, were not explicitly developed after the publication of Aronson’s and Reiser’s book and Nikolai Brodsky’s book. Those ideas, however, were again in demand already in the second half of the 1970s–1980s when Yuri Lotman published his works on the poetics and semiotics of everyday behavior, which introduced (though from a different perspective) everyday life material into the sphere of philological study. Another reason for the renewal of interest in those ideas were works on the history of literary criticism, and, in particular, Russian Formalism (starting with republications of Yuri Tynyanov’s works *Pushkin and His Contemporaries* (1968) and, in particular, *Poetics. Literary history. Cinema* (1977)).

The renewed interest in the literary material of everyday life was characterized by its focus on the text: the research focus now was on literature and specific literary texts, their connection with the immediate sociocultural context, as well as the expansion, the spread of the “literariness” to other spheres. An indication of that is the definition of the “literary environment” proposed by Oleg Proskurin, one of the leading contemporary researchers of Pushkin’s epoch in the preface to his book “Literary Scandals of Pushkin’s Era” (2000): “the literary environment <...> is not so much a form of society’s influence on literature and not so much an auxiliary factor of literary evolution, but rather a channel through which literature itself influences neighboring (and indirectly, more remote) “spheres” or “social practices”: culture, politics and forms of social life”. This understanding of the literary environment — semiotic and not sociological — showed both the influence of the Tartu-Moscow school and hostile wariness towards sociologism in any of its manifestations, which several generations of researchers inevitably associated with the Soviet academic officialdom. On the other hand, the text-centered nature of the new “literary environment” studies was fueled, it
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seems, also by the tradition of the historical commentary, which in the late Soviet time became an important and widely recognized form of the ideologically unbiased philological science.\(^\text{12}\)

With regard to the study of literary societies, these presuppositions manifested themselves, among other things, in the choice of subjects and perspectives of research: the focus was, first of all, on literary circles of friends, informal associations, as well as texts and everyday life practices generated by and within this environment. However, this preference for home circles and salons belonging to the sphere of private life, as opposed to official societies and associations\(^\text{13}\) was already visible in the pioneering work of Eikhenbaum’s students. In the introduction to *Literary Circles and Salons*, Aronson explained the choice of material as follows: “home circles, which are born freely and are not restrained by the inertia of official existence, are less dependent on external factors and more devoted to literature. They create literature themselves, while official societies feed on it”;\(^\text{14}\) “while the circle helps us to elucidate the issues of literary production, the salon will elucidate for us the issues of literary consumption”.\(^\text{15}\)

The most important achievement in the works of the last thirty years was a significant expansion of the source and factual base (which is clearly seen in comparison with the material that was compiled in the work by Aronson and Reiser), the introduction of previously unknown and unpublished sources, such as circle transcripts, epistolary documents and memoirs of participants, which made it possible sometimes to not only clarify and supplement the available information but also to revise the ideas about the activities and the role of the circle in the history of literature.

Of these, we should mention the studies devoted to the “Arzamas Society of Obscure Men” (1815–1818)\(^\text{16}\) (a “model” unofficial circle which,


\(^\text{15}\) Ibid. P. 48.

despite the brevity of its existence, had a decisive influence on the development of the literary system,\textsuperscript{17} on The Friendly Literary Society,\textsuperscript{18} the Green Lamp,\textsuperscript{19} Semyon Raich’s circle,\textsuperscript{20} and also the on the literary salons of Sofia Ponomareva\textsuperscript{21} and Zinaida Volkonskaya.\textsuperscript{22}
Thus, the collection of texts, documents, and memoirs related to the activities of Arzamas was significantly enlarged and systematized (primarily due to the publication of the correspondence of the Society of Obscure Men).\(^{23}\) The study of unpublished materials found in diaries and in Andrei Turgenev’s correspondence made it possible to show in a new way the significance of the Friendly Literary Society, of the participants’ literary and ethical views, not only for the development of elegiac poetics but also for the «life-building» and everyday life practices of several generations of Russian romantics.\(^{24}\) The revision of the published sources on the history of the so-called “Liubomudry Society” (the *Lovers of Wisdom Society*), along with the rich materials of Mikhail Pogodin’s archives related to the history of the circle and to Raich’s society demonstrated that the established concept of the “Liubomudry” was “largely a construct accumulating information about the circle and meetings of the Moscow followers of Schelling”, while the structure of their social network included several associations (Raich’s circle, the “archival circle” (the association of young clerks of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs archives), the circle of the *Moscow Herald* (“Moskovsky Vestnik”), etc.) and even within 1822–1827 it was very dynamic.\(^{25}\)

At the same time, both for newly found and previously published yet underestimated texts, exquisite historical and literary interpretations were often offered, showing the influence of the circle life and the alignment of forces within a circle or salon on literary texts as such, on their poetics, plots, and pragmatics. An exemplary study in this vein is Vadim Vatsuro’s work on the literary salon of Sofia Ponomareva,\(^{26}\) where, using comments on texts from her album, unpublished epistolary and ego-documents of her salon visitors, the author paints a vast picture of the St. Petersburg literary life of in the early 1820s and vividly presents artistic and emotional biographies of the prominent writers of the period — Evgeny Baratynskii, Anton Delvig, Alexander Izmailov, Orest Somov, and Vladimir Panaev.

A number of “historical and literary novellas” associated with the history of Arzamas and the Free Society of Lovers of Letters, Sciences and


\(^{24}\) See first of all works by Andrei Zorin (see above, note 18), summed up in the book: Zorin A.L. *Poiavljenie geroia: Iz istorii russkoi emotional’noi kul’tury kontsa XVIII — nachala XIX veka* [Emerging Hero: From the History of Russian Emotional Culture of Late 18\(^{th}\) — Early 19th centuries]. Moskva, 2016. (In Russ.)

\(^{25}\) Rogov K. Yu. *K istorii “moskovskogo romantizma”: kruzhok i obschestvo S.E. Raicha* [On the history of “Moscow romanticism”: the circle and society of S.E. Raich]. P. 538–539. (In Russ.). Rogov’s arguments were adopted in a number of recognized works (see, for instance, general monograph by Bokova, where the corresponding section is called “The Associations of Moscow Schellingians” — *Bokova V.M.* Epokha tainykh obschestev: Russkie obschestvennye ob’edineniia pervoi treti XIX v. [The Era of Secret Societies: Russian Public Associations of the First Third of the 19\(^{th}\) century]. Moskva, 2003. P. 157–170, 203. (In Russ.)), although, of course, has not yet been able to overcome the historiographic inertia. Cf. also the generalizing and conditional name — the “Moscow youths”, proposed by Natalia Mazur, which does not evoke associations with any of the existing associations of Moscow Schellingians and makes it possible, if necessary, to designate this entire group, regardless of belonging to a particular circle (*Mazur N.N.* Pushkin i “moskovskie iunoshi”: vokrug problemy geniia [Pushkin and the “Moscow Youths”: on the Problem of Genius] // Pushkinskaia konferentsiia v Stenforde, 1999: Materialy i issledovaniia [Pushkin Conference at Stanford, 1999: Research materials]. Moskva, 2001. P. 54, 91–92. (In Russ.).

\(^{26}\) Vatsuro V.E. S. D.P. Iz istorii literaturnogo byta pushkinskoi pory [S. D.P. From the History of Literary Life of the Pushkin Time]. Moskva, 1989. (In Russ.)
the Arts, were included in the book by Oleg Proskurin *Literary Scandals of the Pushkin Era*; also the traces of Arzamasian poetics and polemics in the texts by Vasily Zhukovskii, Pyotr Vyazemskii and Alexander Pushkin were convincingly demonstrated in the works of Ilya Vinitskii, Natalia Mazur, and others.

The correlation between the study of literary associations and the problems of everyday behavior, which traces its origin to Yuri Lotman’s work on cultural semiotics, is manifested in the latest research on the Green Lamp society. In a series of works written both individually and in co-authorship, Joe Peschio and Igor Pilshchikov, using, among other things, unpublished texts from the archives of the Green Lamp, demonstrated that “lampists” had followed the tradition of the French libertinage, which most convincingly explains the combination of political free thought with erotic (including homoerotic) frivolity in the texts and in the everyday behavior. At the same time, the Green Lamp is regarded by researchers as a kind of a “libertinage school” for young Pushkin, in whose everyday behavior and literary texts, traces of libertine “poetics” are also found.

Focus not only on the texts but also on the poetics of Pushkin’s everyday behavior determined reflection on the social dimension of the literary environment (*literaturny byt*). In his recent work, Peschio proposed to distinguish three types of “communicative contexts” in which a literary text or everyday act could function in the Pushkin’s era: the space of “domesticity”, “inner” circle perceived as a private space — *society*, the noble society — and *state* service sphere, bureaucratic relations. The researcher uses the conventional distinction of these contexts to describe the literary and everyday phenomenon of a prank (*shalost’*), which presupposes a deliberately defiant transference of “domestic behavior” into public and/or official space. However, it seems that this distinction can be productive for describing the activities of literary circles and associations which, depending on the type of organization, are constantly present in the convergence zone of these spheres.
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28 See above, note 19.

29 This seemingly paradoxical feature of society caused contradictory research interpretations, ranging between “orgic” society (as defined by Pavel Annenkov) and a “filial branch” of the Union of Prosperity. For a brief overview of the Green Lamp controversy see: Pilshchikov I. Aleksandr Pushkin mezhdu libertinazhem i dendirizmom [Alexander Pushkin Between Libertinage and Dandyism]. P. 38–44.


This sociological perspective of the development of the literary environment was also, in a broad sense, previously proposed in the works on literary associations. In the book *Fiction and Society in the Age of Pushkin*, William Miles Todd III was apparently one of the first to apply the concept of the institutions of literature to Russian material: he proposed to consider the literature of the 1800s–1830s as a social institution or, more precisely, as a system of coexisting and competing institutions — patronage, friendly communities (circles and salons), literary almanacs and journals, professional or commercial literature. Todd describes these institutions and the social functions of literature they imply, using the communication model proposed in the classical article by Roman Jakobson. For each of them he identifies the *addresser* (the author), the *addressee* (the type of the reader), the *message* (literary texts of different genres), the *context* (social or ideological “reference point” of the literary text), the *code* (language and style), the *contact* (a method of presenting the message to the addressee). In this perspective, a literary circle (and to a lesser extent a salon) turns out to be the space of equal communication, where the roles of the author and the reader “ideally merge”, and the code and the context are set by the “society”, which can mean both the “society of the chosen few” included in this circle or salon and the high society as a whole.

For Todd, such institutional arrangement demonstrating the autonomy of literature as being separate from the state is important since it reinforces the significance of society for all literary agents: society provides the contact between the author and the audience, the language of society largely determines the code, that is, the language of literary texts; finally, the life and ideology of society become a reference context for works of fiction, and all this together has an impact on the poetics of the message, which is demonstrated in the book by the example of *Eugene Onegin*, *A Hero of Our Time* and the *Dead Souls*.

The institutional approach seems to be productive, not only and perhaps not so much for describing poetics, but for studying the social role of various literary associations — in their correlation with other social institutions and with the state system, which significantly influenced the formation of the *public sphere* in the 19th century Russia. In this perspective, it is not “private” circles and salons that are of particular interest, but “official” societies that have a prescribed structure, disclosed principles of membership as they interact to a greater extent with the field of power. In the period under study, societies of this type played a significant role in the range of literary associations, such as the Colloquium of Amateurs of the Russian Word (1811–1816), the Free Society of Lovers of Letters, Sciences and the Arts (VOLSNH, 1801–1826), the Free Society
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34 Ibid. P. 55–72.
of Lovers of Russian Literature (VOLRS, 1816–1825), originally called the Society of Education and Charity Competitors, The Society of Lovers of Russian Letters at Moscow University (1811–1930), etc.

These associations, of course, were not ignored by researchers, but their activities were consistently interpreted in ideological and political categories, and often based on the specific viewpoints of individual members of societies. Thus, in Soviet historiography, the idea of the “reactionary” nature of Beseda was promoted, substantiated mainly by the political conservatism of Shishkov, and, on the contrary, the revolutionary-progressive and Decembrist reputation of VOLRS, which was confirmed by the personal participation of Kondraty Ryleev, Aleksandre Bestuzhev, and Fedor Glinka. Such interpretations, especially the history of VOLRS and VOLSNH, were outwardly convincing due to the rich factual material collected in the monographic works of Vasiliii Bazanov and Vladimir Orlov. However, as shown by the new access to the archives of these societies, the selection of sources and facts was no less biased than their interpretation. The “monumental” early history of VOLSNH, which appeared in Orlov’s description as an arena of struggle between the “radical-democratic” wing of the “Radishchev followers” and the “liberal right” party of Dmitri Yazykov, was effectively and convincingly demythologized by Oleg Proskurin, based on materials from the VOLSNH archives and the analysis of its participants’ literary views. An overview of the early history of VOLRS, which was not actually covered in the works of Bazanov, also made it possible to doubt both the established characteristics of this period in the history of society and the interpretation of its status. The society, consistently seeking the royal approval and striving to gain the patronage of the Minister of Religious Affairs and Public Education Alexandre Golitsyn, does not fit too well into the idea of a “literary branch of the Union of Prosperity.”

Historical and literary works on societies of this type, published since the 1980s, have significantly clarified the understanding of their role in the literary and social fields. The activities of the Colloquium of Amateurs of the Russian Word (Beseda liubitelei russkogo slova or, simply, Beseda) were described in detail in the works of Mark Altshuller (see, first of all, his monograph, published by the “Ardis” in 1984 and
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reprinted with addenda in 2007). A comprehensive analysis of literary and aesthetic position of the Beseda members (primarily Shishkov and Derzhavin), the specifics of their views on the value of literary society and communities — in the perspective of their personal and official biographies — are presented in the dissertation of Ekaterina Lyamina. Due to the investigations of Oleg Proskurin, the activities of the Free Society of Lovers of Letters, Sciences and the Arts were now established in historical and literary terms — both at the initial stage of its existence and in a later period (1811–1813) when VOLSNH became a place of consolidation of anti-Shishkov forces and an arena of ardent literary and linguistic polemics. Another free society — the Free Society of Lovers of Russian Letters (VOLRS) — has recently attracted attention in connection with its publishing activity or the role of the Society in the literary fate of its individual participants.

A conceptual study of the activities of official societies is impossible without expanding the source base, and important steps have also been taken in this direction. The Society of Lovers of Russian Letters at Moscow University had the privilege of a detailed description of its activities, including references to archival materials, as the subject of a thorough study by Raisa Kleimenova. Another significant achievement in this regard was the publi-
cation of VOLSNH archives materials undertaken by Aleksei Saveliev, Nikolai Nikolaev, and Andrei Sokolov in the framework of the digital project of the Scientific library of St. Petersburg State University “The Free Society of Lovers of Letters, Sciences and the Arts” (http://www.library.spbu.ru/rus/Volsnx/). Due to this project, an extensive corpus of VOLSNH protocols was introduced into scientific circulation, representing a chronicle of the society’s activities, periodicals of the VOLSNH, and a publication of its participants’ works, like those by Aleksandre Vostokov and Mikhail Milonov. One may hope that this digital project will be continued — for example, most of the internal reviews of the texts recited in the Society remain unknown in the press, and they represent, as rightly noted, “an interesting source on one of the early periods in the formation of Russian literary critique”, as well as many other documents from the Society’s archive.

The study of ideology (primarily the state ideology) as a “cultural system” actively developing in the 1990s-2000s, and an interest for the broad topic “the Literature and the State” — in both the ideological and institutional perspectives — contributed to the opening of the boundaries of literary history and the “literary environment” issues, including in relation to the history of “official” societies. In this regard, the attention of both philologists and historians was attracted by a number of state ideologists whose activities in the early research tradition were clearly described with a certain bias, relying on the lifetime reputation, often exaggerated in the “liberal” pre-revolutionary and Soviet historiography. Among such important participants and/or patrons of literary societies are Alexandre Shishkov, the founder of the Colloquium of Amateurs of the Russian Word, and Derivational Dictionary of Alexandr Shishkov: Linguistic Heritage of A. S. Shishkov in the Scientific and Cultural Contexts of the Period]. Sankt-Peterburg, 2018. (In Russ.)
the Russian Word and a long-term president of the Russian Academy; Alexandre Golitsyn, an honorary member of the Beseda, the trustee of VOLRS, the founder and the president of the Russian Bible Society; Sergei Uvarov, an important member of the Arzamas Society of Obscure Men, as well as an honorary member of Beseda, VOLSNH, and VOLRS.

The works devoted to these figures and other representatives of “Russian conservatism” reconstructed the European and Russian genesis and context of their views, and clarified the connection between their political projects of different periods and literary or near-literary activities. In this way, they discussed the problem of correlation between the state policy, public institutions (including associations of various types), and the literary production. In this respect, the monograph by Maria Mayofis is indicative, due to its extensive material employed to demonstrate the “political dimension” of the activities of Arzamas, the isomorphism of literary, educational, and ideological projects of its participants, for whom “the construction of the structure of Russian literature and the state was perceived as an aggregated and common cause”. This example is all the more striking since Arzamas was commonly interpreted as a classic literary circle, jocular and informal one, entirely belonging to the sphere of literature and it was going beyond this sphere that in 1817–1818 led to an internal split and then to the termination of the society activities. At the same time, the value of the “Appeal to Europe...” is not limited to clarifying or revising the history of Arzamas: a detailed reconstruction of the political, ideological, and social context of the second half of the 1810s undertaken in the book makes one look at the activities of other societies and circles and problematize their strategies in relation to both state institutions and the literary field.

A comparison of literary associations with other public organizations and associations, which in that period were by no means reduced to secret political societies of future Decembrists, helps to clarify their institutional specifics. In such a broad context, literary societies, salons, and circles are


54 Ibid. P. 30.
reviewed in the monograph by Vera Bokova, which, contrary to the title, contains basic information not only on secret societies (although a substantial part of the book is devoted to the Union of Prosperity and related societies and associations) but also on various scholarly and friendly circles, charitable and religious associations, provincial societies and associations.

With a wide scope of the material, Bokova’s work is aimed more at reviewing and classification (“to bring together the maximum amount of available information about public associations, if possible, describe them or at least register the fact of their existence...”, “to classify public associations, identify their typical features”, to highlight “internal ideological, organizational, and practical trends in the development of associations”) rather than analysis and interpretation — and as a reference book, this is perhaps the most balanced and thorough work available today. It is important, however, that Masonic lodges, national patriotic circles, as well as scholarly and professional associations (such as the Free Economic Society, the Society of Russian History and Antiquities), remained outside the scope of the monograph.

A different institutional perspective for the study of literary societies, both official and “domestic”, was outlined in the dissertation research and in related numerous publications by Liudmila Rogushina. In spite of archaic methodological language and excessive trust in some Soviet ideological constructs, they are valuable for the new material, including archival findings, and the very formulation of the problem. Various educational and charitable societies of the Alexander era are viewed as social institutions (“forms of organizing public life”) in their relations with “government structures”, in other words, as a form of interaction between the society and the state. Describing, first of all, the organizational and structural features of various associations and characterizing their relations with various institutions of power, Rogushina distinguishes three types of societies: 1) “societies founded on special grounds” (that is, those under the patronage of the monarch or members of the imperial family and enjoying state financial and organizational support); 2) societies opened with the royal approval (“free”, voluntary societies, which, however, could also


56 Scientific and literary societies actively developing in different cities of the empire (first of all, those with a large number of universities) in the 1790s-1820s often became the subject of study in recent historiography — see, for instance: Aristov V.V. Pervoe literaturnoe obshchestvo Povolzh’ia (K istorii Kazanskogo obshchestva liubitelei otechestvennoi slovesnosti v 1806–1818 gg.) [The First Literary Society of the Volga region (To the history of Kazan Society of Lovers of Russian Literature in 1806–1818)]. Kazan, 1992. (In Russ.); Zhiglii Yu. V. Kazanske obshchestvo liubitelei otechestvennoi slovesnosti, 1806–1853 (iz istorii literaturnogo kraevedeniia): Uchebno-metodicheskoe posobie dla studentov-filologov [Kazan Society of Lovers of Russian Literature, 1806–1853 (from the history of literary study of local lore): Teaching aid for students of philology]. Kazan, 2012. (In Russ.)


58 Rogushina L.G. Blagotvoritel’nye i prosvetitel’skie obshchestva Sankt-Peterburga v pervoi chetverti XIX veka. Dis. ... kand. ist. nauk [Saint Petersburg Charitable and Educational Societies in the First Quarter of the 19th Century. Dis. ... cand. hist. sciences]. Sankt-Peterburg, 2002. (In Russ.); the valuable materials, including the archive findings, put together in the dissertation, are published — sadly, with no additions or changes,— in the short papers in the “Herzen Readings”.

apply for patronage or funding to the patron or directly to the monarch); 3) “informal” societies. The author focuses on the first two types: the “official” literary associations, such as Beseda, VOLSNH and VOLRS and those “free societies”, which, however, managed to achieve the highest approval, appear to be under consideration. Study of their organizational features, their interaction with various state institutions (such as the Ministry of Public Education, the Committee of Ministers, the imperial court) allowed Rogushina, as in the case of other public societies (St. Petersburg Scientific Pharmaceutical Society, the Society of Botanical and Natural Sciences, Free Society of Establishment of Schools of Lancastrian System), to come to a reasoned conclusion about a much closer connection of this social institution with state power and politics.

Another important context outlined in Rogushina’s work is the juxtaposition of educational and charitable societies, all the more justified since many scholars and literary associations (for example, VOLRS) included “charity” in their statutory activities and contributed to the development of various philanthropic projects. Study of this problem also seems promising from the point of view of the history of philanthropy, which has been actively developed in recent years, with the use of Russian materials as well (cf., for example, the pioneering works of Adele Lindenmeyr and the synthesis research of Galina Ulyanova).

This expansion of the institutional context allows to connect the material of literary associations with a broader and a more relevant socio-historical problem: the definition and description of the “public sphere”, the history of its formation and its role in the establishment of civil society, whose institutional core, according to Jürgen Habermas and his followers, are voluntary associations. This issue, especially in relation to the Russian situation, has caused heated debates in the historical, sociological, and political research of recent decades. The interest in the history of the formation of the Russian public sphere has led to the growth of research on specific institutions of this type aimed at generalizing the specifics of the imperial experience of social life, a distinctive feature of which was a strong state influence and, as a consequence, more active interaction or even integration of many public associations with state structures. Due to their intermediate status, associations of this type — unlike “private” literary circles or secret societies and, in a broader view, the “revolutionary movement” — were the least studied until recently.

62 A summary of different points of view on the concept of “civil society” applied to the history of pre-revolutionary Russia, see, for instance: Bradley J. Voluntary Associations in Tsarist Russia. Cambridge, Mass., 2009. P. 6–8 (see the main sources on the topic in the notes to this section); Tumanova A.S. Vvedenie [Introduction] // Tumanova A.S. (Ed.), Samoorganizatsiya rossiiskoi obschestvennosti v poslednei treti XVIII — nachale XX v. [Self-Organization of Russian Public Sphere in the Last Third of the 18th — early 20th Centuries]. Moskva, 2011. P. 6–9. (In Russ.)
63 See first of all the joint monograph Tumanova A.S. (Ed.). Samoorganizatsiya rossiiskoi obschestvennosti v poslednei treti XVIII — nachale XX v. [Self-Organization of Russian General Public in the Last Third of the 18th — early 20th Centuries]. Moskva, 2011. (In Russ.)
Meanwhile, it is these institutions that, according to the leading researcher of this field Joseph Bradley provided the experience of self-organization, social interaction, setting and solving socially significant problems, thereby contributing to the formation of civil society, throughout the 19th century and in the pre-revolutionary years.64

Bradley emphasizes the large number and the developed status of the system of public organizations in pre-revolutionary Russia (according to his calculations, by the beginning of the 20th century there were about 10 thousand of them in Russia65). Also, by the example of a number of voluntary associations (the Free Economic Society, the Moscow Agricultural Society, the Russian Geographical Society etc.) he shows the multidimensional nature of interaction (often mutually beneficial) between voluntary associations and the state, their role in shaping the state agenda in relation to science and education, and, at the same time, the distrust of the authorities towards any public associations. It is essential that all these features of the interaction of social institutions with the institutions of power are not specific to Russia. Drawing on European material (first of all, the history of the scholarly and educational societies of France and Germany in the 18th-19th centuries), Bradley demonstrates that “the mixture of nurture and suspicion on the part of the authorities, the concession system and the requirement of government permission and registration for an association to have a legal status, the fear that seemingly innocent activities were a cover for politics, and the monitoring of societies’ activities by the police — all were Europe-wide features of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century associational life”66. Bradley’s research, combining an in-depth analysis of specific material with a wide contextualization (including European) and supported by historical institutional interpretation, is an important model for describing the activities of literary associations.

Such a description of literary societies seems all the more necessary since they have attracted less attention of social historians. Bradley hardly touches upon literary associations in his works. In the monograph Self-Organization in the Russian Public Sphere in the Last Third of the 18th — Early 20th Centuries “literary and artistic associations” are described superficially, often with outdated sources and only on the material of the late 19th — early 20th centuries.67 At the same time, reliance on the language of institutional description developed within this discipline will make it possible to embed the history of literary associations in the history of the “public sphere”, and on the other hand, it will allow to depart from the ideologically unacceptable Soviet sociological language in the history of literature.

The institutional approach seems all the more promising since it allows viewing the activities of various participants in the literary process both within the framework of literature itself and in their interaction

---

65 Bradley J. Voluntary Associations in Tsarist Russia. P. 1.
66 Ibid. P. 35.
with other institutions, primarily with the state and with the emerging public sphere. Aimed at the description of social interactions, it enables researches to analyze various connections (literary, friendly, official, etc.) both within the society and beyond it (the interaction of the institution and individual participants with government bodies, censorship, etc.). This approach will make it possible to describe various aspects of the activities of literary societies and their interconnection, as well as to trace the evolution of this type of public associations.
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